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Introduction 

 
The Kinsey Landmark Security Reporting provides user friendly security reports, historical 

security reports and security change reports. 

 

The security reports are designed to help with the administration of Landmark Security. 

They include detailed security information by Actor, Role and Security Class including all 

objects and rules. 

 

These queries have been designed to provide access to your data in the quickest most 

robust method possible through a browser interface. The Security reports provide critical 

insight into your security model for your security administrators and your security auditors. 
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Logging in  

To access your reports you must first login in the Security Dashboard. Click on the Login 

link in the top right corner of the Dashboard page. 

 

   

Enter the user name and password. 

 

To change your password select the Reset password link at the bottom of the login screen. 

 
 
Once you enter you email address you will receive instructions on how to reset your 

password.  
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Landmark Security Reports 

The Landmark Security reports are designed specifically for anyone that needs to maintain 

security for the Landmark applications. Although these reports can be used by the auditors, 

they provide more insight into the technical aspects of the model that is not generally 

required by an auditor.   

 

Launch the Security Dashboard and select the Security Reporting icon from the Landmark 

Reporting tab. 
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Start by selecting the server and profile you want to report on in the top right corner of the 

screen. You can select to view reports based on current settings or historical snapshots 

(Advanced version only). Historical snapshots can be created through the administration 

panel. Refer to the Kinsey Administrator Guide, page 12, Schedule Tasks for more 

information. 

 

  

 

 

 

The Security Reporting dashboard comes preconfigured with reports for Actors, Roles and 

Security Classes. 
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Report Features 

Pre-Report Filters 

 

The report filters allow you to restrict the amount of information that will be retrieved from 

the database prior to generating the report.  This is helpful when you are working with a 

large amount of data and only want a small subsection to analyze. 

 

All of the report filters follow the same convention.  The filter options will vary depending on 

report selected. 

 
 
For example, on the Role – Security Class report you will have the option of filtering by Role 

or Security Class.  If you need to filter by any other field you can do that once the grid is 

populated. All filters assume “AND” logic, meaning all values must satisfy the criteria for 

data to be displayed. 

 

There are 2 methods when using filters.  The first simply provides the option of selecting the 

condition and filling in the value.  For example, in the above example to report on a specific 

Role you would simply change the “Selection” value to “Equals’ and fill in the appropriate 

value.  Repeat the process for the Security Class field.  If you want the application to return 

all values for a field you do not need to make a selection.   

 

Filter Expressions 

Equals Value entered must match data exactly. 

Contains Value entered must be contained within the data. 

Starts With Data returned must start with value entered. 

Ends With Data returned must end with the value entered. 

Is Between Date returned must fit within the range selected. 

Regular-Ex Similar to OR logic. Entered as value | value | value etc.  
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The second method allows you to select from a list of possible values. This option can take a 

little time to populate depending on the size of your model. The values shown are based on 

the information available in the model. 

 

 
 

Start by selecting “Advanced” as the condition. The application will display all of the 

available values associated with the specific field.  For instance, in the example above all of 

the Roles are displayed in the Available column.  At this point you have a couple of ways to 

select the Roles you would like included on the report. 
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Adding or Removing Selected Values 

While holding down the CTRL key click on the Roles you want added to the report then click 

on the drop Add > button. To remove a values from the list select the items in the 

‘Selected’ column and click on < Remove. 
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Adding or Dropping All Values 

To add all Roles simply click on the Add All >> button. To remove all select the 

<< Remove All button. 

 

Tip: There may be time where it’s easier to add all and then remove the values you don’t 

want selected rather that selecting a large list for inclusion. 
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Adding or Removing Criteria Based Filters 

To add Roles based on specific criteria you can use the condition option to make your 

selection.  Start by selecting the condition. 

 

 
 
There are 2 options on which you base your logic; Contains and Starts With. In this example 

I will select “Contains”, enter the value of “manager” and select the Add > button.  As you 

can see all of the Roles containing “manager” in their ID or name have been moved to the 

selected list. You can remove items from the Selected list by entering a condition and 

selecting the < Remove button. 

 

Tip: In all cases you can Add or Remove by combining the methods or repeating a method 

as needed.  For example you could Add all values starting with “ACCT” and then also Add all 

values containing “super”. 
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Historical Comparisons  

When you run a historical comparison (only available with the advanced reporting version) 

the application will ONLY return the changes between the current security model and the 

baseline you are comparing to. This should not be considered a true change audit report but 

rather a differences report from the last approved security review.   

 

After you have selected the appropriate filters check the ‘Run a historical comparison’ field. 

The application will prompt you for the time stamped database you would like compared.  If 

no comparison dates are available see your system administrator about creating a baseline 

snapshot. 

 

 

Note: You cannot run a historical comparison if you have selected a historical 

database for reporting. This option will be hidden when running historical reports. 
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Changing Pre-Report Filters 

To change your selection criteria without exiting the report simply select the Show Search 

Criteria link in the upper right corner of your screen.. 

 

 
 

Showing and Hiding Columns 

The report screen will allow you to change the columns displayed once the grid is populated. 

The application will default to the settings found under the LS Security Configuration option 

on the Administrative Configuration page.  

 

Select the Show/Hide Columns button to select the columns you want displayed. 
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On-The-Fly Report Filters 

You can also filter your results once the grid has been populated. Select the filter icon next 

to the field name in the header. 
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Each column as has the option to add on-the-fly filters. 

When you select the filter icon next to the column header 

you will see the option “Show rows where:”. To add a filter 

simply select the condition and enter the value.  The 

conditions include; contains, empty, not empty, contains 

(match case), does not contain, does not contain (match 

case), ends with, ends with (match case), equals, equals 

(match case), null, not null.  You can nest up to 2 conditions 

using either AND or OR logic. To change to OR login select 

the down arrow next the word ‘And’ and change the option 

to ‘OR’.  

 

Grouping 

Creating a Group 

 
The grouping option provides a dynamic way of viewing your data in a summarized format 

without having to generate a new query.  This option can turn a single query into multiple 

dimensions. 

 

Let’s take a look at the following query for Role – Security Class – Business Class 
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By default the query is going to be displayed in detail by Role, Security Class and Business 

Class.  But let’s say we want to rearrange the list and group it by Security Class to see all of 

Roles assigned to each Class. 

 

Start by dragging the ‘Security Class’ column header to the open area on the title bar. The 

header will display with a green check mark once it’s in the proper position. 

 

 

 

Alternatively you can select the drop down arrow next to the column title and choose Group 

by this column. 

 

 

The grid will be redisplayed and grouped by Form. 

 

 

You can now see the number of assignments for any specific Security Class.  To see those 

assignments click on the arrow left of the Security Class name. 
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The grid now displays the Roles, Security Class and Rule associated with the Business Class. 

Grouping - Nested 

Grouping can be done using multiple fields. See ‘Grouping’ to add your first group.  Once 

this is complete you can add a second level by simply dragging another header to the title 

bar.  In this example we will add Object to the Group.  

 

 

 

As you can see the system will now report on the number of Security Class the Business 

Class can be found in.  You can view the Roles assigned by expanding the list using the 

arrow left of Object. 

Grouping – Expand, Collapse or Remove 

At the top of each report are additional options you can use when Grouping is performed. 

 

 

 

Simply select the Expand or Collapse buttons to display or hide the grouping details.  To 

remove a group entirly select the ‘x’ next to the title on in the header. 
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Alternatively you can select the filter icon next to the column title and choose Remove from 

Groups. 

 

 

Grouping – Remove Filters 

Any filter added to a column is maintained when Groups are used.  To remove column filters 

select the Remove Filters button.  The Groups will be maintained but the column filters will 

be removed.   

 

Note: This does not affect the ‘pre-report’ filters created prior to generating the query. 

Sorting  

Adding a Sort Option 

There are a couple of ways to sort the rows once the grip is displayed. The simplest method 

is to just click on the column Title.   

 

 
 

You can also select the arrow next to the column header and choose to sort in Ascending or 

Descending sequence.  
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Removing the Sort Option 

Select the filter button next to the column header and choose ‘Remove Sort’ 

 

 

Saving Reports 

Saving New Security Reports 

You can save a report (only available in the advanced reporting version) by selecting the 

save icon once the report has been displayed on the screen. The application saves the 

search criteria and not the actual results of the query.  Each time you run the report the 

application will use the saved filters to generate a new report. 

 

Note: Saving a report does not save the sort sequence, grouping, column filters or historical 

flag that may have set prior to saving the report. 
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Changing and Saving an Existing Report 

To save an existing report simply select the Save icon in the top right corner of the screen.  

You can save changes to an existing report by selecting the Overwrite existing option.  To 

create a new report from a copy of an existing report select the New option and enter a new 

report name.   

 

 

Running Saved Report 

All saved reports are displayed as a row on the saved reports query.  From the Security 

Reporting Home Page select the Save icon at the top of the screen. A list of saved reports 

will be displayed. Click on the Report Name to Run, Schedule or Delete the report. 

Exporting and Printing 

You can export or print your final query to Microsoft Excel , PDF of HTML once you have set 

all of your parameters by clicking on the appropriate icon at the top of the page. Limited 

export options are available in the Standard version. 

 

 

 

The MS Excel export will maintain the grouping, sorting, columns and filters you have 

created in the query, but the column widths will need to be adjusted once you are in Excel. 

 

Is the example below the query was grouped by Role prior to the export.  To view the Role 

detail form within Excel click on the ‘+ sign next to the Role. 
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Drilling 

The drill feature (only available with the advanced reporting version) allows you to move up 

or down the security tree to view settings for Actors, Roles or Security Classes.  The 

following drill assignments are available. 

 

 Drill from a Role down to see the assigned Security Classes 

 Drill from a Role up to see the assigned Actors. 

 Drill from a Security Classes down to see the assigned Objects. 

 Drill from a Security Class up to see the assigned Roles. 

 

To execute a drill, click on the linked object you would like to review. In the example below 

I clicked on the ABMProcessing_ST Security Class and was provided the option of viewing 

the Roles assigned to ABMProcessing_ST or the Objects that are assigned the 

ABMProcessing_ST. 
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By selecting Role|Security Class a new browser page will open displaying all of the Roles 

assigned to this Class. 

 

 

 

You can then drill on a specific Security Class to see the Business Classes and their 

associated rules. 
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Historical Reports 

Historical Reports (only available with the advanced reporting version)  support all of the 

functionality found in the standard reports. You can chose to run historical reports by 

selecting the appropriate “Snapshot” server, time stamp and profile in the top right corner 

of the screen.  

 

 

 

For more information on how to create Historical snapshots refer to the Kinsey 

Administrator Guide, page 12, Schedule Task. 

Scheduling Security Reports 

Scheduling (only available with the advanced reporting version) a report will allow you to 

automatically create and email any report you would like to receive on a regular basis. 

 

To schedule a report you must first create and save your report. Once the report displays on 

the saved reports page you can click on the report name and select Schedule Report. 

 

 

 

A grey clock icon is displayed at the end of the line if a schedule already exist for a report 

but has not been enabled.  A blue clock icon indicates the the schedule is currently enabled. 
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The scheduling screen allows you to setup new schedules or use existing schedules. 

Schedules can be set to run each minute, hour, day, week, month or year. 

You can also create or use existing report groups.  A report group contains a list of users 

you want to receive the report. 

Email format:  

The export options are Excel or Adobe PDF 

Send blank reports:  

If you want the system to generate and send a report even if there is nothing to 

report select this option.  This will inform the receipient that the report was run. 

Deleting a Report 

To delete a report, select the report name and click on Delete.  You must have the proper 

permissions to delete a report. 
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Trouble Shooting 

Why don’t my security reports reflect my current changes? 

If you are using the Advanced Landmark Reporting solution the security reports use data 

from SQL tables that are updated nightly. Any security changes made during the day will be 

reflected the following day.  To see your changes immediatedly you need to run the 

scheduled task manually from the admin panel. For more information on how to run this 

task refer to the Kinsey Admin Users Guide, Scheduled Task. 

 

If you are using the Free hosted verson of Landmark Reporting the security reports use data 

uploaded to your system  through our collection application. Any security changes made 

during the day will need to be uploaded to the reporting portal.   
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Notes: 


